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of the new Mexican congress,
General Aguilar said in his
to the federal officials at Tux-was
pam, on Sunday that if the town
!nol delivered into his hands, the
rebels would attack today. This re-- j
port was brought here by refugees,
who said that the reply of the garrison waB the arrest of the rebel
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Federal troops were said to have
reached Tuxpam from Vera Cruz and
these with the, other column reported to be on the way from Tampico
were regarded by government offl-- t
rials today as affording ample pro-- '
tection.
Other fighting was reported near
Carneros, where federal troop train
was dynamited yesterday, in advices
from railroad circles,
Troops rushed from Saltillo and Va-- !
negns found the rebels in force in the
hills. They were said to have robbed
and then burned a freight train. The
rebels supposedly were part of the
force which recently took Victoria,
state of Taumaulipas.
Vera Cruz, Mex., Nov. 20. The
cruiser Berwich, of the British West
Indian Squadron, arived this morning
at Puerto, Mexico, the eastern terminus of the Taumaulipas railroad.
The Berwick left Bridgetown, Bar
bados, November 20.

ma, :!2 miles south of Juarez their
base of supplies', where there also Is
water. These stragglers say the fed-enils have lost none of their trains
and few. if any cannon and that Gen-- j
eral Salvador Americado. the federal
commniider, is arranging to renew the
nlt'ick on the rebel front today.
Ilcrmosilln, Sonora, Mex., Nov. 20.
The defeat of the federals below
Juarez was considered by General Car-ranza and his advisers today as break- ins; the backbone of the Huerta powe1"
in (he north of Mexico.
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the regular federal troops,
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AND MANY PRISONERS.
It. was reported
here today that
while Villa was engaging the troops
of Salazar and Orozco near Samaluya, SERVICES IN
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Albuquerque, N. M Nov. 2H. The
closing .Bession of the New Mexico
liiiiieatiomil Association today selected
AND
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Kirkmau,
Statuary 'norteiB ou arriving in London
(Continued on Page Four.)
X X
the hall.
Senator Weeks characterized
communication from Washington re1'pon information that nearly cup i
jrected him to get a room at "some- Democratic
decision
as
"unprecedentof
the
United
are
attitude
wounded
the
federal
thousand
lying
affirming,
HueIwhere about SI. 25 a day and strongly
States in regard to the elimination of ed, unfair, and unnecessary.'
Met at noon.
recommended that he visit a certain on the battle field at Mesa, thirteen
and
unattended
miles
below Juarez,
Representative Britten introduced wax works in Germanv and while
his resolution for an Investigation of there see the barmaids on the top many of them stripped of their outer
the navy's contracts for Australian jfloor." Other directions In the ictter clothing, appeals for aid from El
for funds to equip hospital
!iPd the Dolice to believe that it was
beef.
U. S.
Representative Chaa. P. Coady, of written by a confederate, and the ref- squads to go to the front were made
New York, Nov. 26. Thomas F. T. Rich, a garage owner, operated by
Maryland, who succeeds the late Rep erences to barmaids and other persons this morning by local Huerta sympa
Jeremiah Mahoney, chauffeur. The
resentative Geo. Koeing, was sworn masked directions for meeting accom- thizers. Movements have been start Denny, Democratic member of the
was held on a technical charge
latter
to buy hospital sup
to
funds
ed
raise
Into
office.
sent
to
cannot
D.
be
he
van
contends
that
26.
plices.
Washington,
from the nineteenth district; Df homicide.
StephC, Nov.
and
nurses
send
to
surgeons
and
witn
civil
in
the
a
an
connection
In
plies
arrest,
order
ye's
en Canavan of Bernalillo county, New jail for violating
a dress goods roanu- - Conrad Loos identified one of the
rust company, to look after the federal wounded. Leonard Cohen,
Farmers' I
case such as a divorce, just as Samuel COMMERCE COURT
Mexico, has applied to the supreme
In Tammany
women's body as that of his wife,
facturer
It
are
Is
prominent
wounded
stated,
being
C.
I.
The
C.
RULING,
ANNULS
American
where Foys
ately employed
Gompers, president of the
r Nannie.
dressed
well
two
and
court of the United States for his Federation
young
cared
1
and
are
cles,
Juarez
to
26.
conD.
statement
Nov.
being
The
n
a
at $7c a
of Labor, successfully
C,
Washington,
"She went riding with Mr. Cohen
j men lay dead In the morgue today, vierelease from a jail sentence Imposed tended before the same court that the commerce court today annulled the or- saying that
ties have been
today.
in
the
crash
automobile
an
last
of
tims
night," he said. "He was a friend
beMexican
Costate
com
Federals
era
1. an and
Deny Story.
ders of the Interstate commerce
judge
ste'en fron
by a New
supreme court of the District of
A daughter of Loos said she
death
met
ours."
All
of
instant
Bronx.
early
reached
who
have
sold
soldiers
In
has
Federals
cause Canavan
tea E. Foye had
property
lumbia could not send him to jail for mission which forbade payment by Trust comp
thought the other woman was Helen
irittes of the this side of the border say today that this morning In a head on collision
aleged violation of a restraining order, violating a restraining " order in a trunk line railroads of allowances to no access
issued in a divorce proceeding. Cana- - civil suit brought against him.
entire federal army is at Sama- - Jtween Cohen's car and the car of Bert Schaeffer, a friend of her mother.
company."'
tap lines.
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MARK
TRYTHESE - THEY WILL PLEASE YOU

A

RED CROSS

FRESH OYSTERS,
COVE OYSTERS,

OYSTER COCKTAIL SAUCE,
SWEET RED PIMIENTOES,
WALKER'S RED HAT TOMATOES,
DYER'S BAKED BEANS,
ORTEGA'S PEELED GREEN CHILI
AND NEW COMB HONEY.

IT WITH

WHEN THE
VICTORY

PEOPLE
THE

WIN

FIGHT

A

issue that Pinchot offered his amendment.
The water power trust was beaten
and it knew it.

IF CHILD

REAL

Nov.

N, M

26.

All

CONGRESS

a

and Meat, $3.50 per 44
Shells
$2.50 "44
Oyster
Meat Scraps,
lb.
.05
44
44
Ground Charcoal,
$ .03
Poultry and Stock FoodComposed ffj (JC aar rwi
tTH.
Oats and
of

...
'....$

Chlldren love this "fruit laxative,"
and nothing else cleanses the tender
stomach, live and bowels so nicely.
A child simply will not stop playing
to empty the bowels, and the result Is,
they become tightly clogged with
waste, liver gets sluggish, stomach
sours, then your little one becomes
feverish, don't eat,
cross,
sleep or act naturally, breath is bad,
system full of cold, has sore throat,
slomach-achor diarrhoea. Listen,
Mother! See if tongue is coated, then
give a teaspoonful of "California
Syrup of Figs," and In a few hours all
he constipated waste, sour bile and
indigested food passes out of the sys- m, and you have a well, playful
liild again.
Millions of mothers give "California
'yrup of Figs' because it is perfectly
harmless ; children love it, and it
never fails to act on tt stomach, liver
pnd bowels.
botAsk your druggist for a
tle of "California
Syrup of Figs,"
which has full directions for babies,
children of all ages and for grown-upplainly printed on the bottle. Beware
of counterfeits sold here. Get the genuine, made by "California Fig Syrup
Company." Refuse any other 1 kind
with contempt.

Alaiuogordo,
the facts of an interesting elopement
which was staged here Saturday night
THE WATER TRUST BFATEN.
have just become known. The principals of the elopement were Miss Adel-lat
Roscoe, assistant postmaster
(By Gilson Gardner.)
Washington, D. C, Nov. 26. It is Alamogordo, and H. C. Dunlap, a rail'so seldom that a real people's victory way postal cltik who has a run out
is won that it is well to mark such of El Paso. Mr. Dunlap arrived ou
occasions with a little red cross on train No. 2 Saturday night, and went
the calendar. Such a victory happen-je- at once with Miss Hoscoe to the court
on the 20th of November when house, where a license Was secured,
the water power trust failed to cap-- i and Judge W. K. Stalcup, a justice of
ture the conservation congress and the peace, performed the ceremony,
'
the cause of real conservation of the A little later, bride and groom drove
brand routed the to Tularosa, and boarded the
train Sunday morning. It is
forces of special privilege and smote
reported here today that Mr. and Mrs.
the enemy hip and thigh.
And right here, it is well to state Dunlap are now in Tucumcari and exthe historic fact that tbe conserv- pect to return tomorrow. They likely
ation congress so called split from will make their future home iu El
jthe national conservation association Paso.
The Sunday School association of
Gifford Piuchot's organization and
Otero county assembled in convention
tinder the leadership of Charles
Pack gathered unto itself, under In Alamogordo this morning and will
the banner of "state's rights," all the remain in session for several aays.
The New Mexico Institute for the
elements which at heart are hostile
to the fundamentals of a proper water Blind accepted the invitation to make
power policy; (1) federal control, (2) an exhibit at the annual convention
fixed terms for franchises, and (3) of the New .Mexico Educational asso- compensation to the government for elation.
the use of the water.
Rain began falling here early this ONE BLACKBIRD
It was the purpose of the power in- morning ana bhii continues witnout
COSTS JAKE S1 1.98
terests to secure an organization any indication of an early let up.
which would be nominally In favor rue lau aireuuy exceeus uuu uu mcu,
of conservation but which could be which makes the precipitation for the
Towanda Pa , Nov. 26. "You're out
manipulated by them for their priv- mouth of November the heaviest 01 !juBt u 98 ,jak6. my boy.. Bald
ate purposes. The principal purpose any mouth ot tne year.
sauire Orcutt. sitting as legal "umpire"
of the power interests has been to
There was an Interesting service at to "Jake" Northrup, pitcher of .the
unget legislation through congress
church Sunday Louisville American baseball team,
the
Presbyterian
der a plea of states rights, terminatthe congregation of the Chrisnight,
Northrup was trying his trusty right
ing the federal control of water pow Han church uniting with the Presbyte- - arm
on a shotgun. A blackbird came
er and other public resources, know- riaus.
to bat," and "Jake," never thinking
ing that if these were turned back to
ithat it was "agin de law" to "strike
the states they could be grabbed with
out" a bird of that species, "shot one
ease through corruption of state leg- CLOCK BEATS ARE
over."
islatures and local officials.
I I'll
Private Gallagher, one of the state
nCIIIMJ 11 1
The power interests had obtained
trappers, heard the shot and "slidin'
control of the machinery of this conWnnhinirtnni Nov. 2fi. Three weeks 'On tne DaseDaust,
vention;
they controlled in large
"Young man you have violated the
measure the principal committees
of patient experimentation culminate d
the committee on water power and in success when the United Staffs game law," said the tropper.
"You're my catcher for this game,"
The Naval Observatory here heard the
the committee on resolutions.
water power committee submitted beats of the Paris Observatory clock smilingly replied Northrup.
".Take" said to the squire, "I am
three reports a majority report sign- as transmitted by radio signals from
ed by five members headed by Prof. the Eiffel Tower to the great naval ready for the second inning. If killing a blackbird is against the law I
Swain of Harvard, a minority report radio station at Arlington.
with
were
headed
"beats"
three
The
compared
by
members,
by
signed
jam guilty."
Gifford Pinchot, and a "unanimous those of the Washington dock for
which contained some minutes by the method ot "coin- - NEW GERM KILLED EIGHT
recommendation,"
WEDDING GUESTS.
principles on which the whole com- cidences."
Nantes, France, Nov. 26. The re- mittee could agree. The plan of the
The American and French Commis- water power people was to have the sioners, who are conducting these ex- - cent poisoning of fifty guests at a
to determine the difference ding party at Cholet, of whom eight
majority report read, and allow it to
was due to bacillus heretofore
Then the minority re- in longitude between Paris and Wash-diebe debated.
,h voinxitir nf nrnnnimtinn unknown to science, which Doctorport was to be read, and Mr. Pinchot
and his supporters were to be allowed of radio signals through space, were Rannin. director of the Pasteus Intltue at Nantes, announces he has
to talk a while about federal control, greatly encouraged by their success.
found. Later there were other deaths
limited franchises, and adequate comfrom a mysterious cause among peopensation. The "unanimous recom
ple who had not attended the wedmendations, signed by all the com- 12 TOUGHEST BOYS
fording.
be
to
were
conveniently
mittee,
GIVEN A CHANCE The new bacillus has been unmed
gotten and nothing was to be said
"hypertoxicus."
about them. All three reports were
Pittsburgh, Nov. 26. Juvenile and
then to be referred to the committee
were
asked
by
on resolutions, which would.report in traunt officers here
of the Nation- favor of the majority report, which Jack Bobbins, president
as-for ; LUMBER, LATH, CEMENT,
was to be endorsed by the convention al Fellowship club, of Chicago,
in finding the "toughest" boy
sistance
in the hurry of the last minutes of the
in the city.
WINDOWS, DOORS
final day's session. Then the reacis located he will be offer- tionary majority report was to be e:'. After he
Membership in the Last Chance AND MOULDING
used before congress by the advocates
of slates rights, perpetual franchises Boys' club and with 11 others, taken
he
and no compensation for use, as the to a ranch near Reno, Nev where be.'II be given an ..pportunity ..o
expression of the conservation con- come
SAWYER
a good mia.
gress.
But the plan didn't work. A clever
Recently Upton Snrlalr, Robert
s
Jack London i.nd Jaci
parliamentary move on the part of
22J San Francisco St. Phone 204 W
formed an
izatiop having
former Secretary of War Stimson and
SANTA FE, N. M.
former Secretary of the Interior Jas. for its object the s'lvins of a U ;zen of
R. Garfield, made while
the water the worst boys in the country.
power people, headed by Senators
Bankhead of Alabama and Sbafroth
of Colorado, were looking the other
way, upset the carefully laid plot and
opened up the way for a real discus
sion of the question and the final ovA
erthrow of the power interests.
suspension of the rules was obtained,
under which the congress might take
up the "unanimous recommendations"
of the water power committee and disE
BE PREPARED to
pose of them and then discuss the
The
and
majority
minority reports.
we
Below you will
good
significance of this move appears
Thflnkso-ivino'M offer
when the "unanimous recommenda- make
v
o
o
J
tions" are examined. They seemed
joyous one:
at first glance to contain only a lot of
FRESH FRUIT
guttering generalities on which anybody could agree, but as a matter of
Strawberries, Blackberries, Persimmons, Peaches, Imported
fact they actually contained Borne
Malagas, and California Red Grapes, Florida Grape Fruit,
"teeth," In the form of an endorseFlorida and Louisiana Oranges, Jonathan, Grimes, Golden, Wine
ment of strong federal control, fixed
Sap, Black Ben and many other varieties of Apples.
terms for franchises and compensaFRESH VEGETABLES
tion to the government.
Cauliflower, Green and Wax Beans, Spinach, Radishes, Califor
The fight lasted all day. The water
nia Head Lettuce, Parsley, Soup Bunches, Cucumbers, Green
power people realized too late that
Onions, Mangos, Celery.
they were beaten. Having succeeded
ROOT VEGETABLES
in taking the "unanimous recommenParsnips, Sweet Spuds,
Beets, Turnips, Carrots,
dations" out of the hands of the comFine White Spuds.
Hubbard
Onions,
Squash,
Cabbage,
mittee on resolutions, which was
NEW NUTS
packed against the real conservationEnglish Walnuts, Black Walnuts, Almonds, Pecans, Filberts,
ists, the fight was thus transferred to
Brazil Nuts, Hickory Nuts, Chestnuts, Peanuts.
the floor. At the end of the day's
ALSO
fight, when the vote was taken, the
score stood 434 to 154 in favor of the
Dates, bulk. Dromedary Dates, Imported Symrna Figs, Washed
"unanimous recommendations."
The
Figs, Cooking Figs, Cluster Raisins, New Seeded Raisins and
Pinchot group bad won.
Currants, Pop Corn.
The last day's session marked anBLUE POINT OYSTERS IN THE SHELL
other bitter fight. The resolutions
SELECT AND STANDARD BULK OYSTERS.
committee brought in a lone: report
FRESH LIVE LOBSTERS.
which did not even mention water
POULTRY
power. So Mr. Pinchot proposed an
Turkeys, Ducks, Geese, Hens and Springs.
amendment to the resolutions which
FRESH FISH
ended as follows:
Salmon, Halibut and Barracuda.
"That it is the solemn judgment of
SMOKED FISH
the Fifth National Conservation con.
White Fish, Salmon, Herring.
gress that hereafter no water power
now owned or controlled by the public
MEATS
e
should be sold, granted or given away
Kosher Meats, Beef, Pork, Mutton, Veal, Spare-Ribin perpetuity, or in any manner removSausage, Wienerwurst, Pigs Feet, Brains, Smoked Tongues, etc.
ed from the public ownership, which
Swift Premium Ham and Bacon.
alone can give sound basis of assured
CHEESE
permanent control in the interest of
Cream, Brick, Llmburger, Roquefort, Imported Swiss, Edam,
the people. This was adopted by a
Pineapple, Blue Hill, McClaren's, Imported Camembert, Neufch-atevote of 307 to 96. Had the Pinchot
Pimento, Roman Crosse and Blackwell's Parmasan.
amendment not been put in the congress, in spite of the action taken the
day before adopting the "unanimous
recommendations, would have appeared to say nothing at all about water
power since the resolutions reported
left out that subject entirely. It was
to make that question tbe paramount
IN THE CONSERVATION

EGG PRODUCERS
Green Cut Bone
cwt.

If Tongue Is Coated
Cleanse Little Bowels With "California Syrup of Figs."

Look Mother!

WAS HOT
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IS CROSS,

FEVERISH AND SICK

ELOPEMENT AND
OTHER EVENTS
AT ALAMOGORDO

NOVEMBER

WEDNESDAY,

I

Corn, Bran,

Alfalfa,

'

I

pvl

GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE

half-sic-

e

i
j

d

,

j
j

PHONE 40.

j Pinchot-Garfiel-

CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE 85 MAIN.

FACTORY WOOD
SAWED WOOD
CORD WOOD
SIZES.
ALL
COAL,

ANTHRACITE

Montezuma Avenue, near A.,

DENVER

THE

& RIO

& S. F. Railroad Depot.

T- -

CO.

RAILROAD

GRANDE

RAILWAY

MISSOURI-PACIF- IC

UU

CO.

WESTERN PACIFIC RAILWAY

SHORTEST LINE TO
DrNVER, COLORADO SPRINGS and PUEBLO,
Where Direct Connections

are Made

AND SOUTHERN

FOR ALL EASTERN

POINTS

TO THE EAST

TRAVELERS

will find every want anticipated in the modern hljth-claf- S
service provided by the through sleeping car routes to St.
Mountain.
Louis over the Missouri-Pacific-Iro- n

To Salt Lake City and Pacific Coast
n
Denver & Rio
e
Pacific Rail
Royal
River Route, acknowledged to be the Scenic
Line PAR EXCELLENCE of all America.

THROUGH LINE Points

Grande-Wester-

way-Th-

Gorge-Feath-

er

FOR INFORMATION

I

r

N THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH

Electricity plays a most important part. Tbe grandfather would
be amazed at tbe radiance of tbe mod- cm home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very mich to be

j

POWER

AS TO RATES, ETC., CALL ON

WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A..
244 San Francisco Street, Santa Fe,

N M.

N

IS QUITE SO CONVEN
IENT as to touch the button and
your stove Is ready to cook your
Iron ready to use, your toasted
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and night" Estimates and full infor-

vflrl

'

ODS,

desired.

-

CO.

& SOUTHERN

iST. LOUIS, IRON MOUNTAIN

LIGHT

s

eoal wi&i Wood

SWASTIKA LUMP
CERR1LLOS LUMP
STEAM COAL

east-boun- d

d

--

mation cheeerfully given.

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

!,..,

MULLIGAN & RIS
FUNERAL DIRECTOl
License Numbers,

iM7.

Day or Night Phi

Next Door to Postoffice.

j

J.

C. L. POLLARD,

L. A. HUGHES,

President.

Secretary.

CRICHTON,

Manager

&

Treasurer.

CORRICK LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

I. J.

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.

Rob-bin-

Lumber and Transfer Co.
(INCORPORATED)
HEA-IDQ.XJITEIt-

FOB

S

LUMBER OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Shingles, Cement, Plaster, Roofing and Building Materials of Every Description.

AGENTS
GENERAL

he FAMOUS DAWSON COAL
TRANSFER BUSINESS AND STORAGE

g3F"Your Business Solicited.'
Phone

::

100 and 15 W.

Foot of Montezuma Ave.

irai

INSTITUTE

MILITARY

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

'TbeWestPoint

i

of tbe Southwest.

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.
eg tLoeawd Is the beautiful Peeos
Vllej.J,"00 feet above e1eve!,
unahloe ever; day. Ooe air
work tarouf bout the entire session.
Conditions for physical
and mental development are
IDEAL finch ae cannot be found
elsewhere la America. Four-tee- s
officers and Instructor!, all
fradaates from standard EastTen buildings,
ern colleces,
modern in every respect.
Recasts

:

C.

I

r

rer

A. CAHOOlf, President.

RHEA, Vice President
t. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
JOHN W. FOX, Secretary.
W. A. F1NLAT.
eata-eraparticulars and Illustrated
address,

j.

B.

COL.JAiW.WILLSON.Sipt.

Telephone 9 W

(JASPER ST.

104 DON

THANKSGIVING IS COMING

W

If

a

take care

WILL

to

find listed the
vnur

things
Dinner

--

Ruta-Bag-

NEW MEXICO

Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.

s,

Home-mad-

l,

I

THE MODERN GROCERY CO

ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

FROM SANTA FE
To El Paso, Bisbee, Douglass and all points in
New Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific

Coast, via

The

Best
Route
I

East
Jw
lyteljfwl or
est

For Rates and Full Information, Address

EUGENE FOX,

I

to Torrance thence.

NEW MEXICO CENTRAL

SHALL

G.

F. & P.

Aft,

MY

OPEN

At 249 San Francisco St., at

El

I

Paso, Texas.

STUDIO

P. M., Thursday,

THANKSGIVING

DAY,
for sittings.
to
the
requests
many
Owing
me that my studio is
with
I think Santa Feans will agree
will
be surpassed by
that
make
to
photographs
equipped
none in the Southwest. 1 shall give the Santa Fe Studio
my personal attention.
W. M. GRAY, MANAGER

OF THE

THE GRAY STUDIOf
Santa Fe

Albuquerque
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HER INTUITION
"WE DON'T WANT HINDUS," SAYS
HAT
A
REVEALS
U. S. IMMIGRATION
FULL OF BILLS
In a woDetroit, Nov. 26. The bulge
man's hat and the intuition of a girl
and
beat the detective force Friday
resulted in the arrest of father, mother and daughter on the charge o! larceny after the sleuths had given up
the case for lack of evidence.
A week ago Alex. Van Houtte. blind
of his savings.
Belgian, missed
He suspected Edward Waeghs, wh'i
had been rooming at his home, 39!
Franklin street. Waeghe went to Toledo and detectives brought him back.
There was no evidence to hold the
prisoner and Waeghe was released.
Meanwhile his family left the Van
Houtte home.
The Belgian, whose eyesight was dewas
stroyed a few years ago when he to
shot in a saloon brawl, continued
suspect Waeghe and Van Houttes
family also believed that his suspiincions were correct. Van Houtte's
susfirmity prevented his tracking the
daughter took
pect, so his
up the shadowing.
Friday she learned that the Waeghe
were preparing to leave De-- j
famllv
trolt, and had trailed them to the
Michigan Central station. Just as the
trio were ready to board the train the
girl called Sergeant Wendt and Patrolman Thory, who brought the family
and Louis Vermander, a young man
who was accompying the Waeghes, to
police headquarters.
The detective grilled the party for
an hour without results. All this time
the daughter of the blind man watched
them carefully, and whispered her suspicion that Mrs. Waeghe had the money concealed on her to the detectives.
One of the officers noticed a slight
bulge on the woman's hat.
"Will you please take off your hat?"
said the detective.
Mrs. Waeghe obeyed reluctantly.
Carefully folded along the rim of the
headgear was a roll of bills.
Waeghe and his wife gave their address as 216 Jos. Campu avenue. They
were locked up In police headquarters
while their daughter was sent to the
detention home. Vermander, who said
he also lives at the .Tos. Campau avenue address, was also detained on sus-

UiWWIM W

f

'tide

picion.

PINCHOTOR LEWIS
THE MOST LIKELY
Pittsburgh, Nov. 26. That Gifford
Pinchot, of Pike county, or William
Draper Lewis of Philadelphia, likely
will be the Washington party nominee
for United States senator In Pennsylvania, was the declaration of H. 1)
W. English, of this city, who returned
from Wash'i'gton, where ha had attended the conservation
congress,
which attracted a large number of
Pull Moosers, including Pincho"While there was no formal conference In Washington on chn political
situation In Pennsylvania," said Mr.
English, ' there was plenty of free discussion by Progressives on the situation. I am stronly of tho opinion, as
a result of what I hear.l, that either
I lachot or Lewis will be the Proges-- s
ve nominee for senator
"I do not believe tlitr will le any
contest between the two'men. Rather,
one will step out of the way of the
other. Of that, I am certain."
Mr. English said that he loimJ a
strong sentiment among the Progressives in favor of runing a man from
the western end of the state for gov
ernor and one from the eastern end
for the nomination for United States
Senator.
-

LOOKING FORWARD TO THE BIG DAY.

THE STORY OF THE PANAMA CANAL
CHIEF

-- BY

Sam Considers Desperate Battle of Hindu Horde for Unrestricted Entry
to Pacific Coast a Grave situation.

,

THE MAN WHO BUILT IT

NOW IT IS FINISHED, COL. GOET HALS TELLS HOW WE WILL USE
IT AND HOW WE WILL DEFEND IT.
The entire lock can be tilled or
PART III.
using one culvert, in 15 min-iiHemptied,
Goetlials.
(By Col. George Washington
and 42 seconds, and in 7 min
Corps of Engineers, United States utes and 51 seconds when both culArmy, Chairman and Chief Engi verts are used.
neer, Isthmian Canal Commission.
The lock gates are of the inhering

type, double leaf, straight gates, vary
ing in height from 45 feet 7 incites to
70 feel : the length of each leaf is
about 65 feet.
It has been accepted us a fundamental feature of the design that at
each flight of locks there must always
be two barriers separating the bigh
level from the level next below. To
carry this out, two sets of mitering
gates are placed at the upper and
two at the lower end of each of the
uppermost locks in each flight.
In addition, a chain device is used
to guard the barrier gates against accident and so controlled as to be capable of checking a ship of 10,000 tons
moving at the rate of five miles an
hour.
More than 05 per cent of the vessels navigating the high seas are
less than (100 feet in length, and this
has been taken as the determining
factor for the location of intermediate
gates, which are introduced in the de-

(Copyrighted, 1913, by the Newspaper
Enterprise Association in the United States, Great llritaiu. France
and Germany.)
An earth dam across the Chagres at
Gatun impounds the water of the
river and creates the lake which constitutes the highest level of the Panama canal. The dam is 7,500 feet long
over 'all, measured along the top. It
2,100 feet wide at the base, 308 feet
through at the water surface, and 100
feet wide at the top, which is 115 feet
above sea level. It crosses two valleys separated by a hill.
The dimensions of the dam have
(been criticised as excessive and un-- j
warranted, but its designers consider-leit. desirable, in view of the amount
jof material available, that ample provisions be made against every force
which may affect its safety, and that
ja barrier be made so that the layman,
without engineering knowledge, would
recognize its stability. It extends from
i

hills by one earth and one concrete in accordance with which the work
dam; excavating the channels be- - should bo completed by January 1,
tween the locks to the required 1915, and this is still retained as the
depths, and tho excavation of the date for the ollicial opening.
channel to proper width to deep water
Mueh has been said and predicted
in the Pacific.
as to the commercial value of the.
The Miratiores locks are two in canal to the United States. In this
in connection it must be remembered
flight, overcoming the difference
level between Mirufiores lake and the that the commercial shipping of this
sea level section. The maximum lift country never required the canal.
The trip of the Oregon in 1808 settled
for these locks is about C5 feet.
The relocated Panama railroad was the question of the advisability of
an Isthmian canal, and
pushed forward so as to keep pace constructing
had the canal been built at that time
with canal construction work.
j
saving the trip around the
Under the Spooner act the presi- therebythere
is no question
that It
Horn,
dent was authorized to construct a would
have been agreed generally that
canal through a commission consist- the
canal, even at an expenditure of
ing of seven members. In January, $37.r).0mi,000, was worth while.
1305, the secretary of war, in a letter
With properly regulated tolls, and
to the president, called attention to
this faulty organization. In 1907 the with facilities for fully equipping,
and
president simplified matters by com- supplyingroute repairing ships, the
Panama
would offer many adbining the duties of chairman and
chief engineer in one person, and vantages and bring to it a sufficiently
later the secretary of war vested the remunerative return to pay not only
to
powers of the governor of the canal for the operating expenses, but
zone in the same party, thus eliminat- gradually absorb the debt which the
incurred by Its coning the friction that had previously United States has
existed between these three function- struction.
It has been asserted In many quararies. Authority was still further concentrated by an executive order In ters that the locks might be destroyJanuary, 11108, and out of which the ed by one or two men placing dynamite or other high explosives in them,
final organization resulted.
to accomplish the destrucIn
file chief engineer's oflice was di- tion order
of the locks it would be necessary
vided into three divisions. The first
to place the charge very carefully in
had charge of designs of masonry and
them. To do that would take time,
lock structures, including valves, lock
and what would our men be doing in
gates and protective devices, operat- the meantime? One man could not
and
dams
movable
ing machinery,
carry a sufficient quantity to destroy
spillway. The second had charge of the locks. You would have to locate
COL. GEO. W. GOETHALS.
of
and
construction
the
designs
Builder of the Panama Canal.
the charge behind a gate and In a
and coaling stations, of all
certain
place behind t lie gate in order
unci
water.
contime
the hill in which the locks are
Bign to Bave both
questions that arose concerning ships, to disable the canal and you must deBtructed to Spillway Hill, thence along For the protection of the intermediate buildings, municipal improvements,
the gates to destroy the canal.
of the hill on the gates against vessels using a smaller estimates, allotment of funds, rates of stroy
the spur or
I cannot imagine what people operatwest side of the valley.
length of chamber a chain barrier is pay and cost keeping. The third had
the canal and the men having
charge of meteorology, river hydraul- - ing
The locks are in pairs, so that if to be installed.
of its detinue would be doing
both up- tcs, general surveys not pertaining to charge
are
Guide
provided
piers
is
of
lock
out
service
navigation
any
in the meantime.
and
construction
to
the
vessels
of
which
and
divisions,
stream
down,
any
not
be interrupted.
will
Thus, also,
when all the locks are in use, the pass- will fie before entering the locks, special investigations.
used
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
Reporting directly to the chairman
age of shipping will be expedited by Electric towing machines will be
controll- were the heads of the departments of
using one set of locks for the ascent for towing vessels into and
and the other for the descent. The ing their passage through the locks sanitation, civil administration, law,
Montezuma.
of accounts, disburse-tlocks are 110 feet wide and have by means of lines or cables attached examination
Dr. Tannus, City.
the
four
be
considered
what may
ments, the quartermaster's and
usable lengths of 1,000 feet.
N. A. Hardeman, St. Louis.
of the ship.
sistenee departments, and the
The system of filling adopted conS. Robinson, Detroit.
('has.
acwith all these precautions
sists of a culvert in each side wall
chasing department in the. United
Carl N. Craver, El Paso.
feeding laterals perpendicular to the cidents may happen, and emergency states.
Fred S. Pratt, New York.
axis of the lock, from which are open- dams are provided at the head of
Generally speaking, employes were
('has. Oden, Los Angeles.
ings upward into the lock chamber. each flight of locks, consisting of!seiected 0u account of their special
Elmer E. Studley, Raton.
the water swing bridges, which can be thrown fitness for the work in hand and were
This system distributes
Dr. L. C. White, Raton.
as evenly as possible over the entire across the locks in case of an acci then unhampered in their methods of
IUunuel Maestas, Raton.
horizontal area of the lock and re dent which makes a connection be- securing definite results, thus bringGeo. T. Gibbons and wife, Denver.
belevel
the
level
and
the
extent
tween
to
individual
fullest
Its
out
top
in
the chamber
duces the disturbance
ing
Otis Ross, Helena, Mont.
down
conselet
are
As
wicket
a
brain
low;
and
effort
girders
power.
when the latter is being filled or
C. J. Longuevan, Los Angeles.
these
from
a
had
man
each
supported
swing bridges,
personal
quence
G. 15. Chapin and wife, Colhite.
emptied.
horithe
and
bottom
at
the
and
a
sill
seemed
in
terest
work
the
The middle or separating wall conP. Clarke, Denver.
of
the
at
the
of
success
truss
work
bridge
bued with the idea that the
tains a single culvert of the same
Mrs. Ida Vaughan, Ionia, Mich.
run-act
as
the enterprise depended on him. The
area as the culverts in the side top. These wicket girders
Julia M. Fox, Ionia, Mich.
,
which
are lowered and spirit of enthusiasm and of loyalty
walls, which feeds in both directions ways for gates,
L. E. Merchant, Carlsbad.
among the canal workers strikes forciA.
through laterals controlled by valves gradually stop the flow.
Amarillo.
II.
Crawford,
In the Pacific division the work bly every one who visits the Isthmus
designed to operate against a head
R. N. Martin, Albuquerque.
and convinces the doubting how the
from either direction. This arrange- consisted of the construction of
Mrs. K. H. Salyer, Perea.
locks at Pedro Miguel, over- - canal was built.
ment permits communication between
A. B. McMillen, Albuquerque.
for
a
of
dilterence
time
level,
The
so
completing
required
twin
chambers
of
that
the
locks,
coming
Paul A. Walter, Dulce.
water may be passed from one lock with the necessary dams; two locks the lock type of canal was estimated
Miss Ella Schafranka, Silver City.
Its
which
in
made
1905,
of
at
in
also
the
board
a
flight,
duplicate,
to the other of the pair, effecting
by
M. L. Baldwin, Monte Vista, Colo.
1906,
at
in
nine
with
the
connected
flores,
of water.
January,
years.
adjaceut report
De Vargas.
, Jf
H. B. Jamson, Albuquerque.
A. Gusdorf, Taos.
1. Waxman, Chicago.
P. Johnson
D. Stephens, Chicago.
Win. Munsey, Denver.
L. C. ('line, Las Vegas.
'
F. A. Hill, Raton.
G. M. Tyler, Raton.
J. C. Montoya, Raton.
L. Esbrada, Ratou.
P. Traire, Raton.
E. E. Studley, Raton.
Manuel Maestas, Raton.
C. A. Carruth, Antonito.
D. Rosenwald, Albuquerque.
Dr. L. C. White, Raton.
G. V. Haulon, Mountainair.
B. E. Hedding, Mountainair.
Francis M. Hartman, Tucson.
L. C. Collins, City.
L. V. Frankel, Denver.
R. !'. Blades, Kansas City.
Mrs. M. Carlton, Watson.
Miss Pugh, Watson.
James B. Adams, Washington.
S. B. Davis, Las Vegas.
'

j
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Anthony Caminetti, U. S. Commissioner of Immigration, Leading
Argument Against Hindus.
gration will grow to any large figure,
(Staff Special)
San Francisco, Nov. 25 The United judging by the number now seeking
States regards as serious the desper- admission," said Commissioner
"However, my bureau will do
ate federal court fight of 24 Hindus
to
for unrestricted entry at Pacific coast everything It can within the law
not only from
Pacific
the
coast,
Commissioner
protect
Immigration
ports.
from other undesirable
Anthony Caminetti came all the way Hindus, but
from Washington to personally direct alien.
"We have the experience of the dethe disbarment arguments.
with Oriental immigration to
On the ground that they were "un- partment
us in solving the problem."
desirables" and that there "is no de- assist
Regarding the influx of Immigrants
mand for that class of labor In this
upon the opening of the Panexpected
authorities
the
Immigration
country,"
and the provisions that
ama
bad ordered the turbaned aliens to be must canal,
be made on the. west coast to
"
deported.
meet the new problem, Commissioner
backed by white employers of cheap
Caminetti said:
announce
Hindus
the
Asiatic labor,
"I am in charge of the largest hotel
to
the
matter
the
take
will
that they
in New
in this country Ellis Island
U. S. supreme court if necessary.
Jndla's millions are eagerly await- York harbor, There we have from
to 6000 roomers every night and
ing the outcome. Six thousand Hin- 2000
I
dus in the Philippines alone are ready tho same number at every meal.
to embark for this country if their think we are going to have another
hotel almost as big as ours at San
countrymen here win.
"I do not believe the Hindu immi Francisco."
Cami-rett-

THE TEXAS COMPANY TO
BE MANAGED DIFFERENTLY.
Houston, Texas, Nov. 25. The Texas company the $50,000,000 oil company founded by John W. Gates, underwent a full change in management
today when the stockholders favoring
executive committee control, dominated the annual meeting and elected E.
C. Lufkin of New York president In
succession to J. S. Culllnan, of Hous-

JAMES HAZEN HYDE
MARRIES A COUNTESS.
Paris, Nov. 25. James Hyde, formerly director of the Equitable Life
Assurance Society, was married here
Gontaut-Birontoday to Countess Iouiae de
daughter of John G. A. Irishman, formerly American ambassador
to Germany.
,

It will not pay you to waste
time wrting out your legal
when you can get them already
Work for the New Mexican,
it
working for you, for Santa Fe and ed at the New Mexican Printing
pany.
the new state.
ton.

1

your
forms
printcorn
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OUR UNPARALLELED

Typewriter Rental Offer
Three Months
For

$5.00

For $5.00 we will rent you, guaranteed by u In
condition, an understroke model 6, 7 or 8
Remington Typewriter or understroke Smith Premier for THREE MONTHS.
Then you can buy a machine if you like, and w
will credit this $5,000 on the purchase.
SOLD ON THE

Easy Payment Plan.

RENTAL TERMS VISIBLE MODELS
MONARCH

SMITH PREMIER

One Month, $3.00

Six Months, $15.00

Red Seal Carbon

Paragon Ribbons

Papers

OUR PARAGON TYPEWRITER RIBBONS AND RED SEAL CARBON PAPERS are recognized as the leading ribbon and carbon lines
on the market.
They are the leading lines not only In quality, but in completeness.
And this completeness makes it certain that we have got the exact
ribbon and carbon paper for YOU.

Machine Catalogs and Supplies Booklet oh Request.

REMINGTON TYPEWRITER CO.
(

Ill

South Fourth St.

Incorporated

)

Phone Main 674.

Mtra-savin-

THE HIGH COST OF LIVING THEN AND NOW.

good

REMINCTON

j

Albuquerque, N. M.

BEWARE OF OINTMENTS
FOR CATARRH THAT
CONTAIN MERCURY

as mercury will surely destroy the
sense of smell and completely derange
the whole system when entering it
through the mucous surfaces. Such
articles should never be used except
on prescriptions from reputable physt- I
i.
J
1L.U
Uiau, us me uamage mey win uu ta
fold to the good you can possibly
jten
Hall's Catarrh
derive from them.
Cure, manufactured by F. J. Cheney
& Co., Toledo, O., contains no mercury,
and 1b taken internally, acting directly
upon the blood and mucous surraces
In buying Hall's
of the system.
Catarrh Cure be sure you get the
genuine. It Is taken internally and
made In Toledo, Ohio, by r J. cneney
& Co., Testimonial free.
Price 75c per
Sold by druggists.
bottle.
Take Hall's Family Pills foi
111

I
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JOHNNY KILBANE PROVES HPS CHAMPION WITH
return to his early form.
Kilbane and his protege,
one of the most
feathers in the ring today,
these photographs- showing
ruost famous knockouts.

1

promising
posed for
Kilbnne's

NOVEMBER

26,

1913.

DEMIAG e7 WONDERFULLY

refugees came in without stipulation
as lo what disposition the United
States would make of them.
No request, has been received here
by Red Cross officials for relief of the
"I .have just been in Doming.
It is
"While I was at the hotel in came
1,000 federals reported to be lying
a wonderfully live burg no one can a Demingite (whom I did not rememwounded on the field of Mesa.
go there without
being impressed ber having met); he slapped me on
at the efforts made to 'demlngize' the the ba-and said; 'Mr. Norment, if
MRS. ROOSEVLT STARTS
visitor."
you will be here tomorrow morning I
FOR UNITED STATES.
So said James W. Norment. vice shall arrange to have a seat for you
Chile, Nov . 2C. Mrs. president of the Santa Fe chamber in one of the automobiles so that you
Santiago,
Theodore Roosevelt and Miss Mar of commerce, real estate owner and can see the
surrounding country.'
garet Roosevelt, daughter of W. Em- - Well known citizen of Santa Fe. (For Nice, wasn't it?
len Roosevelt, left here today for Pa- - the information of the reader, it might
"Deming' people are pulling tonama, on their return to the United! be stated that Mr. Norment was not gether and doing such team work that
States.
Sanno wonder the burg is being talked
speaking for the members of the
Colonel Roosevelt left this morning ta Fe chamber of commerce, but as a about and no wonder the hotels are
for Valparaiso on a trip to southern man observing how other cities "do filled and no wonder visitors to DentChile.
things,")
ing come away with a good word.
"First of all, one is impressed with . "I think Santa Fe could take a few
'
the hotel system down at Denting. pointers' from Deming in this regard
ATTEMPTED BANK I refer to that system of pulling to
ROBBERY IS REPULSED. While ' I was at a hotel I saw some
Vancouver, B. C, Nov. 2fi. Six travelers come 'in. Not a room left. gether to accomplish one object the
masked and heavily armed men who Did the hotel clerk turn them away building up of the city.'
with this information. He did not.
While in Deming Mr. Norment says
attempted to rob the Agassiz, B. C.
he had the pleasure of meeting Clyde
branch of the bank of British North He called up every hotel in Deming
fled six of them to find if there werelEarle Ely, formerly of the Santa Fe
merica yesterday afternoon
v'thout getting any money. They (rooms. And he would have called up !.New Mexican's staff and now editor
were pursued and are said to be sur- - every private residence in Deming of the Deming Graphic. "Mr. Ely is
vcunded in the woods near Agassiz, rather than let these visitors leave dis-- ! doing well in Deming he is a type of
satisfied. I like that style. It makes 'the Deming hustler,' Mr. Norment de- A
light is expected before the rob-- '
clared.
la hit with the stranger.
! i s are taken.

LIVE BURG, SAYS NORMENT

0.

PUNCH

No. 1 Knocking out Eddie O'Keefe
a straight right to the jaw; followed
by No. 2 a left uppercut while O'Keefe
was dazed. ;
No. 3 Knocking out Ollie Kirk; a
left hand to the stomach, followed
by No. 4, a right uppercut to the jaw.Rivers
No. 5 Knocking out Joe
with a right counter to the jaw.
No. 6 This blow knocked out Monte Attell and Jimmy Fox a left hook
to the jaw.
No. 7 Knocking out Mars, a short
rightcross to the jaw.

Cal

WEDNESDAY,

j

'

i

j

i

SANTA FEANS TO
OBSERVE

HOLIDAY.

CONTEST FILED IN

WALL STREET.

STAAB

(Continued From Page One.)

WILL CASE.

Albuquerque, Nov. 26. Upon petition of Arthur Staab presented by
Neill B. Field, Probate Judge John
Baron Burg yesterday morning issued
an order upon the heirs and legatees
of the late JulhtB
Staab requiring
jthem to show cause, on or before
January 5 next, why the probate of
the paper alleged to be the last will
and testament of Julius Staab should
not be revoked. This is the first step
in what promises to be prolonged litigation over the estate of Judge Staab.

New York, N. Y., Nov. 26. Price
ibolh are eager to add another Scalp movements today suggested that the
to those already taken,
position of the market had been weakThe College aggregation is hard at ened by driving in of the shorts on
work preparing for the game, and vesterdav's rise.
Recessions were limited to moder
may be seen every afternoon on the
grounds, mastering the fine points ofjate practions in most cases and spethe game, and practicing their signals, culation was lifeless. Bulls were not
Coach Castillo says this team is in the inclined to take on stocks, in view of
pink of condition, and feels confident the aproaching holiday and the rising
ot victory.
tendency of the money market.'
Everyone should turn out on this The monetary position was influenday to see the game, and root for his ced by further heavy shipments of
favorite team. Opportunity is here gold to Canada and call money
New Mexican Want Ads. always
afforded to all who claim to possess amounted to 4
per cent, Further bring results. Try It.
the "sporting' instinct" to support curtailment of working forces, price
clean, healthy athletics. Every min- reductions and the rather pessimistic
Resenting the charges that he was
ute of the game will be fraught with utterances of Charles M, Schwab cona punchless champion a fancy boxexcitement and interest.
cerning the steel Industry, stimulated
During the intervals music will be
er who caught Abe Attell at the right
of United States, loss of which
furnished by the U. S. Indian's ban.d. selling
influenced the whole list.
moment and outboxed him, Johnny
A small
admission fee will be
Bonds were irregular.
charged.
Kilbane is making his detractors eat
October earnings of the Harriman
' At Allison School.
roads made by diverse exhibits, South
their words.
A delightful entertainment
been
has
ern Pacific losing heavily, while Union
SEEEHAN AND BECK
Kilbane has been knocking them
prepared by the pupils at the Allison Pacific gained. Southern Pacific was
School on Grant avenue for one of
Mission
did
he
PRESENT
in
as
the
which
the few stocks
cold in his late bouts, just
7:30 p. m. tomorrow. For weeks the
ran to a point.
THE DAINTY PARISIAN MUSICAL COMEDY
loss
day's
ladder.
the
when he began climbing
pupils have been drilling and they
The market closed heavy. Discourwill give a varied program of recitaIt was only when he became "clever"
reviews of conditions- by the
aging
tion, song and music.
trade organs produced no effect on
that Kilbane ceased dropping opponThe program is as follows:
the steel Btocks. There was no indiRev. B. Z. McCollough cation of the short
NO.
Invocation
ents, and his recent exploits are but a
covering which
H
Class
Lucia"
"Santa
Song
usually precedes the holiday the list
..
"Thanksgiving"
Paper
near the lowest.
i
Domitilia Paeheco remaining
during her recent lecture tour in this
.M.
will
the
She
devote
Recitation
Montoya
money
"Raggylug"..
country.
THE
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
HAVE
to the cause of woman suffrage in Exercise "Story of a Pumpkin
of the Interior,
Department
of
the
Five
Girls
Seed,"
Primary
England.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Mrs. Pankhurst said that on her arDepartment.
Oct. 30, 1913.
DAY.
HIM ON
Class B
rival in Plymouth, she expected to be Song "Hurdy-Gurdy-"
Is hereby given that Cipriano
Notice
Doloritas Martinez
arrested and sent to jail, to serve the Reading
Chavez, of Santa Fe, N. M., who, on
remainder of a sentence uncompleted Recitation "Contentment"
Masiamiana Jaramillo Sept. 2d, 1908, made homestead entry
(Staff Special).
because of her hunger strike.
SW4,
Recitation "Dressmaking," Bonifacla No. 01315 for SE4 NW4, NE43 town-ship
SWT
Lo Angeles, Nov. 26. When the
NE4, section
WITH
Manzanares and Rosanna Overstreet NW4 SE4,
17 N range 9 E., N. M. Pi'MerV
curtain rises here on the next fistic
Song "Nature's Music" . . . Class A
I
1
to
of
intention
filed
notice
has
dian,
a
Recitation "The Corn Song"
encounter a twenty round affair
make five year proof, to establish
.Carlota
Bustos
Hebrew
toothpuller
careworn,
slender,
A heavy frost with a temperature of Exercise
claim to the land above described, be"Royal Tarts" Five Girls of
from New York will be discovered
28 degrees early this morning made
fore the register and receiver, (J. 8.
Perfect
Primary Department.
land office at Santa Fe, N. M., on the
Santa Feans step lively as they walk- Concert Recitation "Thanksgiving
mixing with a timorous
A Parisia
1913.
:
Dec.
or
to
ed
office
of
9,
business.
their
places
In Boston Harbor" Seventh and
Mexican. It will be on Thanksgiving
Sens
Claimant names as witnesses:
The temperature yesterday was from
Grades.
Eighth
day.
32 to 45 degrees; the humidity, 90 per
Placido Chavez, Emilio Delgado
with Sparkling
Effervescing
C
. .Class
Song
Day"
"Thanksgiving
The men are Leach Cross and Joe
cent. Yesterday was a partly cloudy Recitation "For an Autumn FestiTunes and Trippling
Melquiades Martinez, Juan Montoa
In
now
Both
are
N.
training.
Rivers,
M.
" '.'
i
day with a dense fog at night.
Melodies.
'
val"
Tonita Sandoval y Lopez, all of Santa Fe,
FRANCISCO DELGADO,
The temperature in other cities Song "Rockaby Lady" Primary Girls
Anfl in some secret place the RingHITS
MUSICAL
16
16
Registi.
Exercise "Thanksgiving
early this morning Was as follows:
side chorus a bunch of leather-lungeScenes,"
Miss
Room
of
Wood's
18;
" Before I Had the Measles" CLEO.
Boise,
Pupils
Amarillo, 42; Bismarck,
males organized by Tom McCarey and
It will not pay you to waste your
Class B
Song "Autumn"
40; Cheyenne, 40; Dodge City, 34;
Joe Levy, River's manager, to counterout
time
forms
your
legal
writing
Baile
at
Junc26; Flagstaff, 24; Grand
Armory.
SEATS ON SALE AT ZOOK'S DRUG STORE
act the awful "booing" the
Those who like to dance will find when you can get thorn already print
tion, 36; Helena, 30; Kansas City, 48;
"
Mexican
New
at
ed
the
too.
on
Printing
At
that
the
diversion,
Armory,
scrapper expects from Los Angeles
Lander, 20; Los Angeles, 50; Modena
Prices, 75c, $1.00, and $1. 50
26; Oklahoma, 54; Phoenix, 44; Port- Washington avenue, a grand "Baile" Company,
fans because they think he showed
m.
9
will
take place, beginning at
p.
land, 46; Pueblo, 28; Rapid City, 28;
the white feather in the pinch is also
Roseburg, 42; Roswell, 44; Salt Lake, There will be special music. These
in training under the competent in40; Sau Francisco,' 52; Spokane, 44; Thanksgiving affairs have always furstruction of a yell leader.
, nished amusement to lovers of
the
Tonopah, 34; Williston, 26;
It i said that Rivers is more afraid
Spanish dances.
28.
of the "booes" in his home town than
How Others Celebrate.
Local Data.
he is of the dentist. Rivers went into
At the U. S. Indian Industrial
Highest temperature this date last school, tomorrow will be a
hiding after his fight with Ritchie.
holiday.
year, 49; lowest, 24. Extreme this The
This deepened the fans' suspicion that
will have a big dinner with
date 41 years record, highest, 57 in the pupils
he had shown the white feather to
festive bird prominent on the
1894; lowest, 9 in 1895.
Ritchie. When they hoot and Jeer
menu.
Forecast.
when he climbs through the ropes for
At Loretto Academy, in the city, the
For Santa Fe and vicinity: Fair tothe Cross contest that will be the cue
girls will also remember the feast, for
and
Thursday.
to
night
for the Ringside Chorus to start
they will have a special Thanksgiving
For New Mexico:
Tonight and dinner. A number of the
cheer.' The betting on the booing is
girls will be
much
not
fair,
Thursday generally,
expected to be as lively as on the
allowed to visit girl friends in the city
in
temperature.
change
main event.
during the day, as studies are forgotConditions.
ten tomorrow.
Barring the possible effect of the
over
low
barometer apparent
The
At St. Michael's College the boys
booing, the dopeaters are inclined to
the North Pacific Tuesday morning will have a true
give tfhe Mexican a shade over the
holiday, with a solid
has gradually receded, and relatively j meal adorned with
New Worker.
Thanksgiving day
I
There are two kindB of fighters who
high barometer has overspread the frills, and a lively football game to;
western states. Light rain, however, help digest it.
can b4at Rivers:
has continued in Washington and
The; fighter with brilliant
At the New Mexico School for the
Oregon, and cloudiness extends south- Deaf, the day will be observed as a
The; fighter who can discourage him.
nnneeters Give Mexican Shade Over
Is Leach Cross this kind of a fighter?
eastward to the Salt Lake basin. Tem- legal holiday, with special ThanksgivCross in Thanksgiving Day Contest ,
continue moderate, but ing day dainties at the noon-daJoe Rivers on the left, and Leach
peratures
meal.
somewhat lower generally over the
Cross on the right, who, will fight 20
In Los Angeles.
The public and parochial schools
western slopes of the Rockies. Con- are closed, of course. In fact, the pubrounds in Los Angeles on Thanksgivditions favor fair weather in this lic school pupils are
ing Dy.
celebrating
section tonight and Thursday.
Thanksgiving day with a week of recreation, as the teachers are at AlbuAN INTERESTING STORY IS
VILLA CRUSHES THE
GENERAL BOOTH SAILS
FOOTBALL GAME TOMORROW
querque attending the teachers' state
ENGLAND.
GROUNDS.
TO
ON
FORCES.
FEDERAL
"THE GIRL FROM MUMMS."
RETURN
COLLEGE
AT
convention.
The various private schools In the
The stage has revealed no more
2C.
General
New York, N. Y., Nov.
Tomorrow afternoon at o'clock at
(Continued From Page One.)
city will observe Thanksgiving day.
head of the Salvation
Offices Closed.
charming and" interesting story than the College grounds the strong St. Bramwell Booth,
sailed today for England. A Juan N. Medina, stated he had de-The county, state and federal offices
Sheehan & Beck's Parisian musical Michael's College football team will Army, man was
the last to shake his feated the federal troops utterly and will be closed tomorrow. The banks
drunken
novelty, "The Girl From Mumms," meet the husky Indian team from the haund. General Boom took tne tremo-lin- g captured three military trains with also close. The post office also is
book by J. a. Lack and music by Fred local Indian school. The game will
hand extended toward him. "God all the federal artillery , ammunition closed tomorrow, though there will be
one distribution and one collection of
A. Bohnhorst, which comes to the be to decide the city championship blees yon, brother" he said. "Stop and supplies.
General
Alfardo Obregon, com- mail.
Elks theater on Monday. December for the 1913 season. Both teams are drinking and serve God.
Two thousand Salvation Army mem- mander of the insurgent forces in the
Postmaster Pflueger announced tovery strong and evenly matched and
California offer? those who love the sea a
1st.
a good game is expected. As there is bers escorted their .commander to northwest, arrived here today from day that the post office
the
winter of delight. Superb resort hotels proThe play abounds in brisk, snappy, nothing else doing here in the line the wharf. With General Booth sailed Culiacau, capital of Sinaloa, He went
general delivery window open from 9
vide luxurious entertainment. On your way
clever dialogue, and possesses a dis- of sport, the local fanB will no doubt the staff that accompanied bim on into conference with General Carran-z- a to 10 a. m. The registry and money
Grand Canyon of
there see the mile-dee- p
tinct charm of ita own, every charac- turn out in great numbers to witness this his first visit to America.
regarding plans for a general move- order windows will be closed all day,
"I had a very pleaii.nt meeting with ment south along the west coast.
' '
as on Sundays.
ter being unique and of a sunny na- the contest..
Arizona.
Red Cross to Help.
Store Close at Noon.
my brother, Ballington,' he said, "and
ture, while the music is the most tunenext
." The California Limited to n allr of tickets honored. The Santa F
I hope to see him in England
The stores will be closed at noon,
Washington, D. C, Nov. 26. The
RESOLUTION PRESENTED
between Chicago, Kansas
ful andj melodious heard with a musisteel Vullman train, eiclusively for
AIMED AT CALUMET. summer. Since that meeting it has war department has instructed Briga- to allow the merchants and clerks to
City aiid Los Angeles, runs once
Rurm daily betravel.
cal comedy for many a day, making
been shown that although the Salva dier General Tasker H. Bliss, com- enjoy a dinner at home and the amuseweek
in
extra last,
Los
winter
tween Chicago, Kansa City.
ot manding the American troops in the ments of the afternoon.
one of the season's most enjoyable
Army and Volunteers
and
eitra fine, extra fare."
Washington, D. C, Nov. 26. Direct tion
Angeles, San Virgo. Oakland
3,000 Lb of Turkey.
San Francisco, iritfc Pullman for
ly aimed at conditions prevailing in America will probably never actually border to permit the Red Cross agent
The only railroad under one manA local dealer in Thanksgiving
Grand Canvon. Fnd Hamy
The Cast selected to delineate "The the copper mine strike area in the consolidate, they will work hand in at El Paso to bring about Mt groundto California;
agement through
meals are aerred.
g-car
Girl From Mumms" is the most preten- Calumet region, a resolution Intro- hand for a common salvation of men." ed constitutionalists soldiers across birds estimate that over 3.000 pounds
half way.
or
the
border
from
Juarez:
have
been sold here in the
tious ever taken on tour and includes duced by Representative McDonald, of
turkey
Poor other Santa Fe trains to
President Braden- of the El Paso past few days. The turkeys brought
Miss Olive Vail, J. I. Olwin, Jackson Michigan, would direct the commis- MRS. PANKHURST RETURNS;
California. Three ran daily; these
H.S. LUTZ, Aft.
leave
cents
2$
a pound, which is about the
$20,000 GOES WITH HER. chapter of the Red Cross, asked
Barry, John E. Frank, Francis McKena, sioner of corporations to investigate
carry standard Pullmans tourist
Miss Nellie Watters, Miss Devina Mae, and report on the concentration
of
New York. Nov. 26. Mrs. Emmeline to bring the wounded rebels into same price as last year. Most of the
aleepers and chair cars;, all tilaaaea
(13)
Miss Marjie Dow, Miss Hazel Regan. private ownership of natural resour- Pankhurst, England's militant suffra- American territory. Acting Secretary turkeys were shipped in from Kansas
The chorus has already been named ces. Former Chief Forester Gifford gette, sailed for home today, taking Moore held there was no objection to though not a few were brought from
"Olive fail's Beauties."
Pinchot has endorsed, the resolution.. with her, she said $20,000 collected granting the request If the wounded the Estancia valley,
-
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Many

loRooming House, completely furnished, good
cation, 18 rooms. Will pay $300 per month. Price $6,000.00
12.00
FOR RENT Store Room on Galisteo Street. .Rent per month
Store Room on San Francisco Street. Rent per
30.00
month
Modern Dwelling.
Good location. Rent
35.00
per month
Modern Dwelling, good location. Rent
30.00
per month
Ranches, Land Grants and City Property. Insurance and Surety Bcmds.

FOR SALE

Five-roo-

O.C. WATSON & CO.
(C. A. BISHOP, PROP.)

i

It and Profited Thereby.

LjyQULQ

PROBE

Phone, 189 J.
:
Santa Fe. New Mexico.
:
119 San Francisco St.,

BIG

FAILURE OF
NEW TARIFF LAW

REDUCTION

Ueso-- ;
Washington, 1). C, Nov.
lutions were introduced in the house
today to investigate the high cost of
living.
One by Representative Austin, of
a
Tennessee,
Republican, directed
special committee of ten represent-- '
tives to investigate the reasons for
the "palpable failure" of the new
tariff law to reduce the cost of living
and to extend an apology to the Re-- i

IN ALL

Kidney
citizens are telling the good news of A. Bessett.
The finest line or Electrical Glasswith
this tested rem- tl.eir experience
In this
city.
iedy. Here is an example worth read- ware ever displayed
Gnngey & Ervien.
ing:
NEWLY WEDS ON
nieet-- !
A regular
The Highlanders
Mrs. S. M. Rodriguez, S. Palace ave.,
HONEYMOON TO
ifeanta Fe, X. Me.w, says: "About three ing at which business of importance
years ago 1 had very bad pains in my will be considered will be held by the
I
UIltWUWIl pie "whose votes established Presid-- MRS.VV. L1NDHARDT
hack. They were so bad I couldn't Highlanders this evening at 7:30 at
ent Wilson's so called new freedom"
ibend over. I had trouble with the the olfice of It. L. Baca.
125 Palace Ave.
Another by Representative Gorman1
D. ('.,
Nov.
"(j. Mr.
Washington,
!
of
oyst-box
I
a
the
used
show
secretions.
After the
tonight try
kidney
re were at Illinois, would enable the president j
Mrs.
Bowes
and
Francis
Say
was
cured, err at the cVi.rgas Cafe,
Doan's Kidney Pills and
off on their honeymoon jour - to iiniin foreign governments to par-situation. Asked if he would reinilwo months after that another of my
Ball Company
lis speeding
Play Basket
and while the few intimates iicipate in an international inquiry- in-- state any strikers who desired their
today
ny
comfamily was taken with kidney
basket ball team and a team compos-le- of the Wilson and Say re families in to Ihe high cost of living throughout! old
positions, he replied: "I will take
plaint. He was unable to work and
of members of the First Regiment
close secret of where the newly the vorld and would appropriate $20.-- no technical advantage of the situafelt weak. Tie used two boxes of jband played a game of basket ball at the
are hound, were de- 000 for Tinted States participation,
tion."
Doan's Kidney Pills and since then, ithe armory last evening. The E hoys married to couple
at the White
he hasn't had any kidney trouble. We outplayed the musicians, winning by dining weretell, things
House
being put hack to normal. IDENTIFY UNKNOWN
ere certain that the cure is a perma- a score of o4 to 8.
AS BROOKLYN ACTRESS
House guests, among them mem- nent one."
a
2!!. The
bers of the bridal party, were depart- Thanksgiving Dinner at the
Philadelphia, Pa.. Nov.
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
hotel will be 7f cents. Dining ins and decorations in the east room actress who committed suicide in a
ccntsi
to., Buffalo, iroom opens at 12 noon,
Xov. 27th. Dinner from 11:110 a. m.
were being removed. Large quantities hotel here .Monday night, was today
New York, sole agents for (ho United
of until 8 p. m.
Feast at Pen. While Santa of the flowers which were hanked identified as Klizaletli
I'oritz,
Big
States.
SOUP
with other true Americans, against the walls and the altar were Brooklyn, X. Y. The young woman'
Remember the name Doan's and Feans,
was about 22 years old, and registered
Keel' and Celery Boulion.
are enjoying Thanksgiving day festi- sent to hospitals.
tf.ke no other.
at a hotel under the name of Hetty
BOILED
vities, the convicts at the state peni--re- !
'Haley. She was tils-- known as Maida Salmon a la Oenoise
(eutiary too will have c ause to
GOLD SHIPMENTS FROM
'
She had been an actress since!
.Mined Veal a la Catalou
joiee. They will enjoy a holiday, from
GOVERNMENT IS
NEW YORK CAUSES ALARM. Dupreo.
she was 1:1 years old.
Huiled Leg of Lamb. Caper Sauce
morn to night. They will go to a pic-- !
GETTING MANV
Macaroni Cheese, a la Oraten
ttire show of their own at 10 a. m. and
New York, X. Y.. Nov. 20. Ship-a
POAST
TELEPHONE FACTS in the afternoon they willwill attend
of gold from Xew York to Ca- - PICKETS APPEAL TO GEN.
ment
dine on
ELEC. STRIKE BREAKERS, Turkey a la Anglaise, Oyster Dressing
ibase hall game. They
in progress the
which
been
has
iiada,
ithe fat of the land, for Warden Mc- - last
Cranberry Sauce
Se.lienectedy, N. Y.. Nov. 26. Two
reached the $11,000,000!
Chicago, 111., Nov. 26. George Y. Utanus has
Tenderloin of Meet', Mushroom Sauce
a dinner iu real markfortnight, The
prepared
were
union
thrown
thousand
has
pickets
part
greater
today.
Robinson, vice president of the
ENTREES
Thanksgiving style.
been sent this week and the outflow around the plant of the General Rlec-!iTelephone company, of St. Paul,
until
noon, tomorrow,
We
with Baked Pig, Apple Sauce
open
keep
of ope rations in i triet company today to appeal
now
the
feature
Minn., was cross examined today in
to
will receive and deliver orders up
Potatoe Salad
workers to join them in
'the financial district.
the hearing of the government's antitime. Andrews Grocery.
'the walkout which began yesterday. Apricot Cobbler, Wine Sauce
trust suit against the American Tele- ,thatPerfumes
and Toilet Waters All
Mash"d Potatoes
There was no violence.
phone and Telegraph company. Mr. lies favorite odors and makers. A STRIKER FATALLY SHOT
No conferences were scheduled for
Spanish with Egg
BY GUARD AT CALUMET,
Robinson testified that the
all sizes and prices,
.Iiilien Green Peas
big assortment
between the strikers and com- today
company had lines in Minnesota, Wis- Be sure to
Calumet, Mich., Xov. 2(i. Philip fiany officials General Manager George
PASTRY AND DESSERT
put this down on your list.
es
had
Dakota
and
North
and
consin,
Mihelicieh, a striking miner, aged 21,! I'. Kinmons said no far as he knew Roman Punch
Almond Cake
Rejtall Store.
tablished connections in South Dako- Zook's, The
Council Fires Out. Th November was probably fatally shot duriu.r i there were no developments iu the
Cheese
Mince Pie
control
a
and
ta,
year ago purchased
Lloyd Lyman of Ypsllautij
vviis issued this week. riot today.
of the Home Telephone company of Council Fires
bears a 3plen.lid half-- a mounted guard of the Calumet and!
jTlie
frcntispico
Mich.
Detroit,
of Mrs. W. J. Fugate. llecla Mining company, was arrested
com- tone likeness
Extension of the
Now .Mexico Federation and charged with the shooting.
of
president
pany's lilies had been made from time lot' Woman's Clubs. The magazine is
to time by the purchase of about 20
( 'oflVe
among which
small local companies, most of them IJirim full of good things, Third
Annual
iis a full
tf the
unincorporated and owned by individ- Conventionreport
K's
runny liow people
of the Woman's Clubs
PLEASE NOTICE THE REASON
uals, according to the witness.
in Santa Fe.
'held
last
October
kick
iiliout lliiiifrfi ami
will
C. E. Randall, of St. Paul, counsel
WHY YOU SHOULD BUY
several
the
from
messages
for the
company, Would not
lo nothing itbonf ii when
of the state federation and
icluba
how
much
to
tell
Mr.
Robinson
permit
from the
had been paid for the purchase in the many timely announcements
Ihey cm n.
Council Fires company.
inhow
bonded
or
much
companies
Take coffee.
Xolaidy
(he
Flowers for all occasions for
debtedness was outstanding on acand Extracts
to- and
Thanksgiving
s
Tonight
Play
wants
count of the purchases.
poor col'IVe;
Clarendon
morrow.
Garden,
The gross earnings of the
NO. 1. You are out nothing, if not satisfied your grocer will
of tlie people use
Prof. I. L. Tello,
Music Lessons
company last year were $1,500,000,
REFUND the purchase price if you are In any way DISSATISFIED
National
at
professor
formerly
said Mr. Robinson. He said that the
it ; ltitlf of tliese under proafter giving them a trial.
in the City of Mexico; dBell system had more subscribers in
NO. 2 THEY ARE STRICTLY PURE.
Conservairector
test.
Mendelsshon
the
of
St. Paul and Minneapolis than had his
NO. 3
They will SAVE you MONEY because It does not take as
who has studied in
at
tory
Chihuahua;
of tliese do
And
lialf
company. Extension of the service
much to meet the requirements as it does of other brands.
lessons
to
l:e
will
give
pleased
of the
company in no sense 'Berlin,
NO. 4. Each article is put up under the personal supervision of an
ill violin, violoncello,
piano and in
nothing, or put it olT, or
brought the company in restraint of
so when you buy this brand you get QUALITY.
expert;
on
Terms
application.
'harmony.
wlien tltey
trade, declared Mr. Randall. He said Il'hone
NO. 5. None of the articles manufactured by us are touched by
got put-oil- ',
residence of Frank
W.,
253
were
the
for
all
made
that
purchases
human hands; everything being handled by automatic machinery; thus
114 Cerrillos Btreet, Santa
learn about ScliiU'tntc's
purpose of extending service and that jPlomteaux,
guaranteeing you AGAINST any IMPURITIES.
no company was bought for the purNO. 6,
licst: iNone) backed as
This brand is put up In one of the most MODERN factories
More Trees Some people complain
of
pose
ending competition.
inthe United States, which insures you of the BEST that can be bought
Itliat there is lack of .getatlon In
Iiesf
tlte.
and
fine
very
at ANY PRICE.
Santa Fe, Internal' Revenue Collector
NO. 7. For example: Our coffee is put through FIVE different
iM. H. Otero believes that a little more
money
TEACHERS OF
from the green stage in which we import it
of CLEANING
processes
around the Federal building
who
foliage
Bestir yourself, you
COLORADO
to the can in which you receive it.
So he is busy mak-- '
w ill be desirable.
want such coffee; your
NAME OFFICERS Ing out a list of shrubs andrestplants
the
land trees whose green shall
has it or knows
dealer
!eye and whose flowers shall please
Pueblo, Colo., Nov. 26. Officers of
i
selection
Mr.
Otero's
where
to
nostrils.
get it.
the Colorado Teachers Association the
eludes "Catalpa Rungei" or the
Xo one ever won a prfzo withwere elected today as follows:
tree of tropical appearances;
ADOLF
SEL M
;
out trying in some way.
President, Mrs, C. O. Peterson,
ithe "Catalpa Speciosa" an affective
M.
Cole, Colorado
Auditor, Carlos
Amer'tropical looking tree for lawns;
Springs; Director, Miss Anna Kuight-ley- ,
Come Eearly Willi Your
ican elms, finest of shade trees and
Pueblo.
the Syringa or
shrubs
including
many
Educational council, W. R. Sheldon, Mock
Grange. These, in large
Denver:
Wilson Shafer,
Cripple
will make the beautiful grounds
li'Vpulr. 14 i4 Phillins Ttpnvpr' Grace
I have
around the federal building look like
recently arrived from
Ellen Shoe, Denver; D. R. Hatch, Den- a
MEN'S AND BOYS' READY-TO-WEA- R
picture of Southern California,
Chicago and am prepared to do
ver.
Would Organize New Company
first class dress making, as well
Addresses were made at this morn- il'he
as experienced in Spirilla corappointment of R. V. Boyle as a
ings session by H. M. Barret, of Den- 'ci.ptain iu the Ne-- Mexico - national
set
fitting. Each corset guaranAll Wool Blue Serge for Men, $ 1.95
ver, Mary C. Bradford, state superin- 'guard, announced today by Adjutant
$18.
for a year not to break or
teed
tendent of public instruction and Prof. .General Herring brought to light the
rust. My parlors are in the Old
OUR
WINDOWS.
WATCH
W. C. Bagley, University of Illinois. (fact that an attempt will be made to
Barracks.
The convention will end with a re- organize a second company of militia
PHONE 180.
of
210 5AN FRANCISCO ST.,
the
under
auspices
H.
W.
tonight
Lloyd.
ception
in this city. Captain
O. B.
the Colorado Teachers Association.
Captain Norman I,. King with the
203
W.
Phone
West
Palace Ave.,
20I
!iewly appointed Captain Boyle are
ihaok of the movement, and have
ready secured a number of pledges itINSURE WITH HAVWARD AND REST CONTENT.
is said. They plan to make it a tip& GO.
H. S. KAUNE
top organization, and say they will he
Col. George V. Prichard Is in Albu- satisfied with nothing else. Captain
Modern Cottage of 5
in
querque on a short business trip.
Boyle has had about Beven years
Price
the
Rooms and Bath. Lot fronts
Governs
Where
Quality
T, B. Catron, U. S. senator from the mHIila service, serving in both
South about 100 feet on PalNew .Mexico, was in Albuquerque yes- companies E and F in this city in
and Price Ihe Quality
terday.
times past. It is probable that a meetace Avenue
N. A. Hardeman the well known ing for a preliminary organization will
salesman of St Louis, is at the
be called in Ihe near future.
We wlil sell, within ten days' time, lor $2,800. NOW Is the
Every Time" Mr.
to investigate the above.
"They Score
time
County Commissioner Jose Ortiz y and Mrs. Sam Bousman, of Hurley,
is
He
from
Galisteo.
an
is
Pino
here
evening
X. M., returning from
B.
stopping at the Montezuma.
spent with friends, stopped into a
here
B.
L.
Merchant, of Carlsbad, is
Rooms 8 and 9, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N M.
shooting gallery to watch the fun. Mrs.
on business..
Bousman was invited to take a chance,
::::
IF IT'S REAL ESTATE,; HAVWARD HAS IT.
w
Attorney Stephen 13. Davis, Jr., of she accepted the invitation and
Las Vegas Is here on legal business. scored
making two bulls eyes
Days
He is at the De Vargas hotel.
and almost the third, as the score
exMarcos C. de Baca, representative shows. The distance was 100 yards. days of good cheer--o- f
from Sandoval county, left this morn- It was the last score made and the
good living. Yes,
best. Cheers were given and Mr. and
ing for his home at Bernalillo.
HAND-PAINTE- D
you'll now find
Howell Earnest, traveling
auditor, Mrs. Bousman hastily withdrew. The
left last evening for Las Vegas, where following day they were presented
good
J Showing: decorations to delight the eye are now displayed at I
he had been summoned to appear be- with a
turkey, the largest in
my store. There are articles to appeal to everyoneSteins,
it
In
Mrs.
town.
Bousman,
and
best
the
fore
grand jury.
Card Cases, Vases, etc. The
prices,
Smoking Sets, Tobacco
will be remembered, was Miss Emma
S
prices are reasonable. Please call to see the China Articles
Goebel, of this city. Her skill in
Come
2
before the best pieces have been sold.
REAL ESTATE DAY marksmanship was acquired without
of course !
practice, as she has always had a
SAN FRANCISCO STREET,
When
a true eye.
H. C. YONTZ,
Last week was a very active one in steady hand and
asked if all Santa Fe girls were as
CRANBERRIES,
the real estate line.
clever with their rifle, she replied,
Many people are awake to the fact laughingly, "They score every time."
FRESH OYSTERS,
Fun With a Kodak Lots of it, good
that real bargains are to be had now
FANCY HOME GROWN CELERY,
our
too.
One
of
wholesome fun,
that may never be open again.
will help you to entertain and
Kodaks
HEAD LETTUCE,
I have this week some very desirCALIFORNIA
amuse yourself and others. Buy them
GO.
UNITED STATES BANK &
able small ranch propositions that ct Zook's, The Rexall Store.
SWEET POTATOES,
will soon be picked up. These are
Mailing List The first of the mail6RAPE FRUIT,
ing lists prepared by the Santa Fe
close. in.
On this week's bargain list are two chamber of commerce consists of the
ORANGES, GRAPES,
names of physicians, particularly
very desirable modern cottages that throat and lung .specialists.
,111111 MMI1llllllllllllltMMHIIHIIIIIIIIIMI(lllllllllllllltlHIII(tlltlllll1IIIIHtMIIII(ll(IIMIIHnill
Other
TABLE RAISINS.
a few hundred dollars will close the lists will be compiled, in order to mail
deal.
j
literature to attract the tourists as
If you are looking for a cottage to well as those Interested in industrial
tlllMIMIIIHHIMIMHHHIMIt
matters. Perhaps the
rent 1 have VERY " desirable houses, and agricultural
KAUNE & GO.
most valuable list will be of those H.
N. B. LADGHLIN, President.
gW. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier.
elegantly furnished, and some
Santa
who
visited
Fe
who have
and
J. B. LAMY, Vice President.
have friends or relatives living here. Where Price
See "TOWNSEND,"
This list will be called the "Friends of
?
For Sufi
The Real Estate Man. Santa Fe Mailine List.". It will in- j

r(Jn d

SL'RETY BONDS.

LOANS,

Santa Fe Readers Have Heard

elude prominent people of various oc- l ll '.I
flllu, Kit, iriui nun,
tip.l, IWliO
and
scientists, capitalists, artists,
other persons who know Santa Fe or
i Santa
Feans. The secretary of the
j
chamber of commerce will he pleased
to receive the names and addresses
of people who should he phced on
this list so that they may receive (lie
various publications issued by t he
Names may he
i chamber of commerce.
left with the secretary at his office in
Klin old barracks.
I

Our regular fresh stock of the best
ji,1; cigar made, C'oito Piano, at Zook's,
"Good news travels fast," and the Hie Kexall Store.
thousands of had hack sufferers iu
Wedded Today Armando Lana-- I
Santa Fe are glad to learn where refinite and Miss Pabliia Quintana were
lief may be found. Many a lame, weal; 'married
at the Guadalupe church this
and aching back is had no more,
9 o'clock by Hev. Father
thanks to Doan's
Pills. Our morning at

Six-roo-

INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE,
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MAJESTIC CAFE.
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& Supply Co.

Santa Fe Hardware

Everything In Hardware.
LUDNVIQ WM.

ILFELD.'

VV

TO-DA- Y

lnter-'et.tin- g

H. WICKHAM

.

e

PRESIDENT BRAND

thrce-foiirth-

e
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RESOLVED

A

carve

That we:
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prices whes

the:
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U4
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G0OVS. THEBES SOME
FINE PICKING IN OUR,
STOCK NOW

Deu-vtr-

-

AND ALWAYS

man-'her-

WE DO NOT DO "SHARP PRACTICE" WITH THOSE WHO BUY CUTLERY AND HARDWARE FROM US.
WEAR
OF COURSE, WE KNOW WHICH BRANDS OF HARDWARE
THE BEST. THESE WE SELL.
WE SELL AND MAKE GOOD IF
WE STAND BEHIND EVERYTHING
WE DON'T DO THIS OFTEN, BECAUSE WE
ANYTHING GOES WRONG.
HAVE LONG SINCE CUT OUT ALL LINES OF GOODS THAT DID NOT
STAND THE TEST.

WOOD DAVIS HARDWARE

PHONE

WE HAVE IT."

"IF IT'S HARDWARE

PHONE 14.

14

ash!

And we will show you how much you can save.
should you dci thU with your

Hay, Grain

:i

Epe-ciall-

y

Flour

Give us a trial and let us show you. Guaranteed
Pure, Clean and Wholesome.

THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.
M. O'CONNELL, Mgr.,

- -

Galisteo and Water Sis.

Phone, Main 250.'

aHENRY

STUDLEY

al-- j

j

FOR SALE

i

j

TnanKsgiv.ing Day

JOSEPH

HAYWARD,

KRICK&

DISTRIBUTOR OF

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES

Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water.
Agent for Manitoo Spring Mineral Water.
Santa Fe, New Mex.
TELEPHONE 35 J

MANAGER,
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Buy For
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THIS

SUITS AND OVERCOATS

MRS.

COMPANY,

--

CHRISTMAS WORK

thirty-poun-

d

Turkeys

CHINA

Jar,

j

JEWELER,

TRUST

THE STAR BARN
W. A. WILLIAMS,
;

- - PROPRIETOR.

GENERAL LIVERY

Hack and Baggage Lines. Entire Stable
stocked. Best Rigs you can get.
SADDLE

PONIES,

TWO AND FOUR BOISE OUTFITS.

Phone 139. 310 San Francisco

PROMPT

St

Does a General Banking Business.
Your Patronage Solicited

,

Re-

SttVICE.:

unfor-nishe-

S.
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:
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Santa Fe New Mexican
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The Santa Pa New Maxlcan
The New Mexican Review
El Nttevo Mexlcano

T

THE

WEDNESDAY,

RANCH,

Poeteffla
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1M.
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Spanish Weekly

The Now Mexican Printing Co., Publishers
Charles

M.

J. Wight Qlddings

I5.00
M.BI
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Mr
Dally, iU months, ay mail
Weakly, par yaar

mi,

1M

Dally, per quartee, ey mi
Dally, ear quartee, ky taint
Waekly, tlx menrka
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M

The most beautiful time of the entire year on the Upper Pecos. The
conditions are ideal for Horseback Riding, Hunting, Tennis
sports.
Playing and all
out-do-

--

W

to those who are practicing habits of thrift and economy
and are thereby assuring their future success.
The Bank Book is the text of Economy studied by
worthy men and young men.
Get one of your own by opening an account In this
strong bank then every day will be Thanksgiving Day
with you.

or

Booklet Free on Request

THE VALLEY RANCH,

"All of Today's Newo Today

m

Comes Every Day

Ejto
SUBSCRIPTION RATES

lilh.

mat imaMHB-BHn-

President
General Manager

Stauffer

26, 1913.

SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA.

Published Dally
English Weekly

Bronson M. Cutting

NOVEMBER

Accumulate a surplus and It will generate
spirit the year round.

VALLEY RANCH, NEW MEXICO.
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(condition of this family, and it is a;are not able to sign their names, but
to make their mark. They seem
relief to know that there are
FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA FE
ties for the alleviation of just such Jto be progressing like a crawfish over THE
'cases.
The change in the thought! in San Miguel Farmington Tlmes-janthe methods of the present day! Hustler.
CAPITAL. SURPLUS AND PROFITS. $245,000.00.
THE BANNER FOR SANDOVAL of
Flowers and Icicles,
is encouraging for the future, and the
.Sandoval, In this state,
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'outlook
The
In
bloom
flowers
a
the
that
is favorable for
lessening
that would indicate that
spoken of in a lumping way, nd with an allusion comes
have nothing on the
iof such conditions as were revealed spring, tra-la- ,
forward and walks
there was not to much to it, and now this county
flowers
newsin the sad picture shown in the
that bloom in November. Here
away w ith ihe Hue ribbon.
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paper which was doing all it could to in Hillsboro we are picking roses, nas- This count v has really set the pace and taught a lesson. It is worthy
'
bring such cases to the attention of turtions, chrysanthemums, carnations,
a notice that it lias never had before and the manner in which it has done
'those who could help. It seems in- - etc., In the open while in the east the
business has made il conspicuous, and most worthy of emulation.
credible that such things can exist in only picking they can do is to pick
wiiiwmf h mmn.iir and without a protest or a threat of rebellion and law
this land of ours but they have exist- icicles off their mustache. Hillsboro
suits and delav, the assessor of the county of Sandoval comes in with his
ed, and we have been careless of the Free Press.
corrected tax roils with all the directions of the board of equalization
Over the Fence.
fact. It Is good that the new era of
to the letiei.
is in sight.
ever wont to look over
are
People
helpfulness
no
wilh
court
house,
a
and
minus
a
newspaper
Here is a county without
Let Them Dance.
into the other pastures for opportuniIn
tolerant
of
sort
a
with
iown of large population, and only looked upon
The old saying that a man Is as old ties. The home meadow Is so badly
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dulgence by the big and prosperous counties, ami it pmo noenof Ihe
as he feels is often shown in different overstocked, the grass is so poor, and
business
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where the taxes can he collected and the regular
I saw the other day where a the prospect for its growth seems too
ways.
HOME
can be done, vhli other of the counties of the state are entering upon the 'A dozen of us girls are going to give man 60 years had
just become enam- uncertain, that they long to break over
tedious busine3s cf suits at law, and the moneys are tied up aim tne people Emma Bangs a Thanksgiving shower." ored of the tango and he had never the fence and travel into fields afar.
to
be.
Culsint and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
restless, and the general condition the opposite of what it ought
"That's something new, isn't it?"
danced before. He and a friend of But when they reach their new fields
It has been the attitude of the newspapers of the state to lay all the
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find
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the
other
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the
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there
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private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
they
age
who,
blame on the board of equalization, but that board did only what it believed turkey with her."
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of
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acted
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what
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every
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"And what do you give?"
j be
something most fascinating about may, need never to worry about the
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"We give the thanks."
I
will
morrow.
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The fault of the presc;,! condition lies not at the door of the board
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the dance of the present day
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it was to take up
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it.
who
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this all important question
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feat of every measure that could
When it catches the 60 year old boys Btate auditor's report reveals in some
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to the thing before, there surely is a
Every act of the legislature shows this to be true, livery measure which
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WAGNER

qIco Demand Forcible

TEACHING

IN

Don't Be Trifled With

POPULAR

'

CIRCLES

j par anil fixed the dales for tlie assoelation 's annual spring contest which
will be held this year hi Albuquerque,
It is probable that in the future these
contests will be known as declumatory instead of oratorical contests.
The following officers were chosen;
President J. Jl. Wagner of Santa
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(Ke.
Vice president
Katon.

WANTS

j
j

j

WANTKI)
iiy young lady, Room
and Hoard with private family. Address A. M., New Mexican.

'

of

J. H. Oowden,

I'iiO RUNT Steam heated furnish- led house for three months. Address
A. ii. care New Mexican.

i

Ask for

S. S. S.

SANTA FE HIGH SCHOOL

and Don't Stand for ihe
"Just as Good" Talk. .

Wlien a man fins the short change
tame worked on liim. he makes a noise
that brings the Police, nnd yet that same
man may walk into a store and have the
"Just as good" game worked on him and

There is not a medicine for any purpose more carefully made than S S. S. It
represents the highest type of medicine.
Its medical properties are Just as essential to well balanced health, if the blood
be sick, as are the nourishing elements of
meats, grains, fats and augurs of our dally
8. S. S. Is prepared direct from
food.
native botanical material. Not a drop of
drugs Is added. Not a drop of minerals
is used. This Is one of the most important things) to know and to remember
when your blood needs attention.
It Is tho most effective, the purest, thai
and most reliable medicine
quickest
known for poisoned blood, rheumatism
catarrhal infection, malaria, skin disease,
old sores and all afflictions that show In
the blood, skin, joints and muscles.
An interesting book on the blood is
mailed to those who write. Get a bottle
of S. S. S. today. It Is the world's greatest medicine.
Insist upon the dealer
When You Ask for S. S. S. Do So
handing you S. 8. S. and don't let him
With Emphasis. They Will
orate
that he can't adabout
something
Understand.
vertise as free from Iodide of potash and
mineral
other
The
destructive
stand
it?
drugs.
lor
lamely submit. Why
If you have trouble getting S. 8. S.
only reuson why uny store will try to subSwift
The
to
S.
S.
is
S.
write
the
Specific Co., 806 Swift
stitute something else for
lust for greater profit. S. S. S, is the Bldg, Atlanta, Co., for list of. square deal
stores.
greatest blood purifier known.
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Your Baby

g
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FOR RENT 10 room house opposite Elks opera house, iiath electric
lights and range. O. ('. Watson & Co.

save baby many a cold

Keep out cold draughts
and sickness.

,

PERFECTION

-

'

SALE -- Quantity good uuild-jlnmaterial located at No. u22 San
Francisco St., T. .1. Sawyer,
FOR

UUU ai lilt- - milium l!lrriiii5
lIiaBId
and banquet of the organization at the
iAIvarado. Jlr. .Milne succeeds l)r..j
Prank H. 11. Roberts.
MEETINGS WILL COME
Other officers chosen were Prof.
.lohu II. Wagner of Santa Fe, secre- TO A CLOSE TODAY! jtary; membership committee: K. L.
Knloe of Silver City, J. H. Taylor of
Deming and W. 13. .MeFarlaud of Silver City.
Today'B program was as follows:
Albuquerque was selected as
the meeting place of the New
Morning.
Mexico Educational association
Music: Indian band.
in 1914 shortly before noon today
"The Rural Schools Our Probaccording to a message received
lem," by Miss Isabel Lancaster Kckof
by this paper, although
ie8, Silver City,
superintendent
Jt details were given.
S schools of Grant comity.
Violin solo: By blind girl, AlamoD

i

Jliss

i

Hewitt of Albuquerque.
Heads Schoolmasters Club.
OFFICES;
John Milne, superintendent of the
SCHOOL
Albuquerque city schools was last

FOR RENT Three or six room
house, furnished or unfurnished. Apply D. S. Lowitzki, 220 San Francisco.

-

FOR SALE Good 1200 pound horse
suitable for dray or heavy team work.
T. J. Sawyer, No. 322 San Francisco
street.

during the cold fall and winter months a Perfection
Smokeless Oil Heater keeps the house warm.
It can be carried from room to room wherever you go.
Warms up bathroom or parlor in next to no time.
This year's model Perfection burns nine hours on a single
gallon of oil. Easy to clean, and rewick in a moment. No
flat font insures
smoke automatic-lockin- g
heat
always.
steady
All

NOTICE

FOR

PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior,
I'nited States Land Office,
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 30 ,19n.
Notice is hereby given that the
wing-named
claimant has filed no- tice of his intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
sections li and 17 of the act of March
3, 1801 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
!by the act of February 21, 18M3 (27
Stats. 470) and that said proof will
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U.
S. Comr., at Cuba, N. M, on Dec. 9.
1013, viz: John W. Akers of Santa
Fe, N. M., for the lot 1, Sec. 8, lot 1
and 2 and SYV4 NW4 Sec. 9, T. 21 N.
j

follo-

j

Prof. J. 11. Wagner of Santa Fe
flame-spreadDiscussion bv Hon. (has. G. Ward,
seems to be one of the most neces- Las Vegas: 1 on. Antonio Lu-- i
East
sary persons around
Albuquerque cero. Sanla Ke: Ra , ph C. Ely, Dem- ,',
by the reports received here
judging
Mr. Thos. Holland, Mogollon
.7
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'
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. ,
,
, ,.
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.,
w..- - .......v...
lino.
a,,.1i,,uJa,
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Butte
inn i'hmu v....... ( v.w
north and south, east and west.
Cheyenne
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Assistant
bel,
Superintendent
Deming;
of alien and secretary of the schoolmaster's
AMERICAN "The lessons the children thetradi-ItionBaca, Santa Ke; Principal
s
club of New Mexico, besides being an Filadelfo
patents learn in our school
iGeo. .1. Martin, El Rito; Dr. Frank H.
they absorb almost with their active candidate for secretary of the
R.
F.
make the Irishman, the Ger-- i state association in which contest the iH. Roberts, East Las Vegas;
Hon. Jose failed in
GOOD breath,
the most Important object of self. I do not think that any wonmii I! 1 W., N. M. P. M.
man, the Scandinavian, the Italian, the balloting will not be completed until Hutchinson, Albuquerque;
F. Murray, special agent in the U. S.
lie nanus the following witnesses
Russian Jew akin to the Mayflower this evening.
your work.
(should despair because her face does
Indian service.
To fail to equip Ihe Spanish-.Wrl-- !
pilgrims. Training tells more than
If to prove Iii.s actual continuous adverse
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(Continued fiom page six )
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To Effective January 1st, 1913.
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J. H. we have not accomplished it. I say made
tablet form, as well as liquid, and can be obtained of medicine dealers
errlve Santa Fe 11:8
restorative
of
and
those
Returning,
healing,
strengthening
wholly
trial
Dowden, Miss Nancy Hewitt, Rev. to you, teacher in a rural district, that
everywhere or by mail by sending 50 cents in lc stamps for
a. m.
imrenew
to
build
nature
needs
and
these
that
up
ingredients
R.V. Pierce, M. D.. Buffalo, N.Y.
Norman L. Skinner.
despite difficulties and drawbacks, if
The New Mexico Interscholastic you at the end of a nine months' term portant and vital organs. See that you get Foley Kidney Pills
tor
TEE COMMON SENSB MEDICAL ADVISER
Call
Oratorical association at a meeting allow any pupil to return to his home for your kidney and bladder troubles. They are tonic in action,
1 ta doth-tm- ts
It took af 1O0S MN
quick to give good results, and contain no harmful drugs.
yesterday in the commercial club unable to sustain ordinary conversaReports.
THE CAPITAL PHARMACY,
elected new officers for the coming tion in the English language you have
)
er
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sion of certain depositions in the
complaint of the Postal Telegraph
company against the Mountain States
Telephone company, was held at the
GENERAL HERRING
offices of the state corporation com-- !
AND GOVERNOR
mission. It is understood that the
to be. allowed to submit
INSPECT MlLITlA Postal askedand
the defense objected.'
'depositions,
matter had not been decided by
The
Adjutant GeiiPral H. T. Herriut!. in the comniistiion at last reports.
general orders No. lit, issued today.
tells of a trip of inspection to be
Grand Jury Investigating.
made in the near future by hiinselt
jury of San Miguel county,
and Governor McDonald, at which The grand
which is now in session is investigat
of
the
various
the
Itime
companies
of Traveling Auditor
national guard will be inspected at ing- the report
Howell Ernest, according to district
their stations.
W. G. Ward, quoted in the
Tlie details ol cue trip as given in Attorney
Herald. Color is lent to
Albuquerque
the order are as follows:
the fact that Traveling!
tills
report
by
An inspection of the several organ!Howell Ernest left last night
zatious of the national guard of New Auditor
in answer to a sum- .Mexico will be made by the adjutant for Las Vegas
said grand jury.
the
from
nions
general of the state, accompanied,
when convenient, by the governor, on
Report by Dec. 22.
the following dates:
The Btate game warden has sent out
Santa Fe, 1 company E, headquar- to all of his deputies to close
ters and band, 1st infantry, Dec. 3, g notice
up their accounts relating to licenses
m.
p.
22, and sent them in,
I.as Veeas 1 company H. and head- - issued by Dec.
in order that he may close up his ac1st
2d
battalion
infantry.
quarters
counts for the year by Jan. 1st. He
Dec. 5, 8 p. m.
stated in this communication
also
head1
and
D,
Silver City,
company
all
that
necessary blanks for 1914
1st
infantry,
quarters, 3d battalion,
in their hands by Jan. 1st.
be
would
Dec. 8, 8 p. m.
Las Cruces, 1 company A, Dec. 10,

OFFICIAL.

F. ANDREWS I
Auto

Delivery

Every Hour

Auto Deliver

I

Every Hour

v

JUST RECEIVED
ANOTHER

CAR OF

Famous Empress Flour
Phone No.4

Phone

ANDREWS

No-4

S

$1,000 AWARDED

p. m.

Albuquerque, 1 company G, (let.
pital corps, Dec. 11. 8 p. m.
Clovis, 1 company K, Dec. 15,

hos8 p.

m.

Portales.

1

company

M, Dec.

18, 8

p. m.
j

Artesia,

1

company

C, Dec.

17,

8

jp. m.
Carlsbad, 1 company B, and liead-- '
quarters 1st. battalion, 1st infantry,
'Dec. IS, 8 p. in. f.
Roswell, 1 battery A. Det. hospital
corps, Dec. 19, 8 p. in.

WEDNESDAY,

facilities
market and transportation
for settlers in above named regions,
and be of great advantage to sheep
men in getting their wool to the railroad. Practically the only road in
this region from railroad points on
the east, has been that going up the
Santa Clara canon. This road, for a
or thirty miles
distance of twenty-fivis
out from Espauola, New Mexico,
directly in the bed of the canon. The
first ten or twelve miles is a sandy
arroya bed, while the remainder of
the road traverses a box canon, or,
upon side hills adjacent thereto. After
every heavy rain, it becomes Impassable, and, as only temporary repairs
can be made without tremendous, expense, it is generally in wretched con
.. ' V :'.':'
dltion.
The new road, when completed, will
provide a shorter route through the
mountains, will cross (hem at a lower elevation, thus leaving It open during a greater length of time each year
and, is so located as to provide protection from freshets and make possible
-- ' C V
its proper drainage.
The estimated cost of tlie project 'is
,
$1750, or about $300 per mile.

Coffee
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Order today; you may forget
tomorrow.

Beautiful line of Stamped
Linen and Stamped Art Cloth,
Cushion Tops and the Pillows
for same. Embroidery Sets and
Embroidery Floss In Royal Society, the D. M. C. and the Grecian Silk Floss.
Crochet Cottons, Crochet and
Embroidery Needles.

MISS A. MUGLER
MILLINER

s

good-Thi-

GO TO

BEACHMAN,

I

MiGNARDOT

They Believve

in

'

)

HDW CO.

.1!

t.VL.-.-

the "Golden Rule All Ways."

eThe Reliable Hardware Store.

PHONE 12

Sayre, will make their future home,
says that the Sayres will sail on Saturday morning from New York on the
German Lloyd steamship,
North
The jury in the V. . district court George Washington, .for Bremen.
of
Maestas
Raton,
Manuel
awarded
the sum of $1,000 for alleged injuries READING RAILWAY TO
REDUCE SHOP FORCE.
sustained by a fall. Maestas brought
suit against the A. T. & S. F. for
$10,000, charging that he had broken
Reading. Pa., Nov. 2ft. The Reading
a bone in his foot while in the em- Railway company today posted notice
ploy of the railroad company and that that the working force at all Its shops
ho had been thrown out of work. will be reduced from five lo ten per
Former District Attorney Elmer E. cent.
the
Studley of Raton represented
l
plaintiff and Colonel Ralph E.
appeared for the railroad. The
case was tried before the U. S. Dis- t!
trict Judge William H. Pope.
Demurrer. Sustained.
In the case of Charles Kie vs
gory Page and Robert Roberts,
damages, the court sustained the demurrer and gave judgment for the defendant for costs.
FUNNIEST
The federal petit jury was disTHING
until
court
and
adjourned
charged,
Friday, as tomorrow will be a legal
YOU EVER
holiday,

SANTA FE, N. M.

Always Stop

at the Ancient City's Pride,
ALWAYS
LARGE

til

AND

SWINGS

SAW

M
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FOR THE TREATMENT OF
TUBERCULOSIS OF THE
LUNQS AND THROAT.
Write for a Booklet.

G PES SANATORIUM
Ideal accomodations.

CIPES SANATORIUM, Albuquerque. N. M.
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PORCH

and ROCKERS

Service and Cuisine
the Best in the City

Twit-chel-

Ample fucilittes tor large
and small banquets.

To-Nigh-

ELKS' THEATRE

LOBBY

VERANDAS

COMFORTABLE

;

Big Show

AND

MODERN

HOTEL DE VARGAS
PLAN.

EUROPEAN

SPECIAL RATES
BY THE WEEK

Meals a la Carte.

Room With Bath, $2.00 Lp.
Room Without Bath. $1.00 Up.

I

WHOLESALE

RETAIL

AND

Celebrate Thanksgiving

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

by attending

Salt

"MY FRIEND

ALFALFA

the

FROM INDIA."
RESERVED SEATS 5DC75CAND

SEED.

Black

Pbon

5100

45

Agents

All kinds

For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
of flowers,

f ardeo &

field seeds In bulk and packag;

only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe

LEO HERSCH

Pfaone Black

45

TO)
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PROBABLY have a good many more things to be thankful for than you realize, no matter how fortunately
are really better than you think.
are situated-- no matter how unfortunate you may feel yourself to
That's one of the reasons for having a Thanksgiving Day, a Harvest Feast, a General Gathering of Families and
it-well
Friends, a Season of Festivity. We have a good deal to be thankful for in our business. We have done well in
we hope for our customers as for ourselves. That's the idea of this business-- to make every transaction profitable for
you as much as for us.

YOU

be-th- ings

as

?3
Linen

Table Linens

Napkins

To Match

65c
up

Table Linen

$1.25

to

up to

$2.50

$3.50

Per Yd.

Per Doz.

Copyright Hart Schaftner

&

Man

and white,
Thanksgiving Evening Gowns; Dainty, Filmy Chiffon in delicate shades of blue, pink

V

:
:

Beautiful Plastic Costumes, directly inspired by Paris, others showing the fascinating use of fine shadow laces, while
some are beautifully and gorgeously bead trimmed. They are the most fascinatingly beautiful garments we have shown

COME AND
SEE THEM

J

LOTS OF LOCAL

a
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The Clarendon Garden,

'

THE HARDWARE MAN SAYS: Don't give anybody the satisfaction of saying: "I told you so." Save Money and Disappointment, don't
send out of town for anything you may need in the Hardware Line,
the Stock of YOUR RELIABLE HARDWARE
STORE is complete,
their prices right, and they ar right here "at home" to make
Is not a "knock," it's a
"warning."

V9

SAIL ON SATURDAY.
Washington, D. C, Nov. 26. A disWilllamstown, Mass.,
patch from
where Mr. and Mrs. Francis Bowes

MAESTAS FOR AN
INJURED FOOT

Appointed as Captain.
Robert V. Boyle of this city, was
yesterday appointed a captain in the
national guard and
Mexico
New
placed on the unassigned list, aceord-- j
ing to an order issued by Adjutant
General H. T. Herring this morning,
lit is understood that he will attempt
to raise a company of men for this
city, in addition to company E. It is
understood that recently the adjutant
general's office was notified that it
would be necessary to recruit three
more companies in New Mexico if this
state is to maintain its regimental
formation. It has not been decided
just where the other two companies WORK ON ESPANOLA
will be located although it is underHOT SPRINGS ROAD.
stood that Deming, Albuquerque and
Work of a nature to allow passage
Tucumcari are aspirants.
of teams has been completed over approximately three miles of the route
New Company Admitted.
selected for a wagon road between
The National Creation Society of the Espanola valley and the Rio de
the United States of America, a Penn- los Vacas, Sulphur Springs, Rio
and the Cuba valley, according
sylvania corporation, doing an insurance business on a fraternal basis, to a statement issued by Forest Su
has been admitted to do business in pervisor Andrews of the Jemez na
New Mexico, and Jacobo Chaves, su- tional forest. The amount of road to
to make connections
perintendent of insurance, is the be completed
with other " roads leading into these
state representative.
districts, is three miles. It is believed that this road will fill a long
Telegraph Company Conference.
A conference relative to the admis- felt want, as it will provide better

1

LOWERS

TP

is

WILL

MR. AND MRS. SAYRE

!

For quick results, a
little "WANT."

I

28, 1913.

FANCY WORK GOODS

If you are wishing for

bettor coffee than the'
one you are using try
Schilling's Best ;and if
you don't agree with us
that it is better than any
other, your grocer will return your money.
a

NOVEMBER
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